Managed Endpoint Detection
& Response Service
ADVANCING THE SERVICE OF MANAGED SECURITY

Fortification of
security posture

Stop sophisticated
threat actors

Deter future
attacks

deepwatch understands that security is a collaborative process. We work closely with our customers to establish strong foundations
for maturing Security Operations (SecOps) programs. Our cloud SecOps platform and relentless customer focus have redefined the
managed security services industry. We integrate best-of-breed security products including Security Incident and Event Management
(SIEM) and Security Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR) with our unique IP to automate security response and leverage
our team of experts via our high-touch squad model.
deepwatch’s Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Service provides 24/7/365 threat monitoring, alerting, validation, and
proactive threat hunting. deepwatch provides comprehensive management of select security technologies. Our cloud based platform
supported by world class experts ensures that we only alert customers to the most sophisticated security incidents. Our customers
leverage deepwatch MDR Service to free their security team from the time-consuming tasks of implementing, administering,
and integrating multiple cybersecurity technologies while continuously advancing their overall security posture.
deepwatch’s Managed Endpoint Detection & Response (MEDR) Service allows customers to take advantage of our deep bench
of security expertise and our best-of-breed endpoint detection solutions. We help our customers enhance their cyber defense
capabilities to advance from purely reactive threat defense to a more proactive deterrence against sophisticated threat actor Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs).

Focused on relevant threats to your
business, our MEDR services detect
and block even the most nefarious threat
actors with the most sophisticated TTPs.
We collaborate with our customers
to ensure they are provided with a
well-defined endpoint detection and
response program tailored to their
specific security objectives. deepwatch
MEDR specialists will manage all
aspects of the MEDR tool including
threat detection, customized policy
management, user account management,
application whitelisting/blacklisting,
console/agent upgrades, moves, adds,
and changes.

DEEPWATCH.COM

Managed Endpoint Detection & Response Benefits
24/7/365 deepwatch Defense Activity:
Continuous alert monitoring, validation,
and escalation

Dashboards & Reports:
Preconfigured and custom reports to stay abreast
of endpoint security posture and full transparency
to deepwatch team activity

Proactive Threat Hunting:
Across your endpoints to thwart threats
and significantly reduce adversary dwell time

Exclusive Security Maturity Enhancement Engine:
Leverage deepwatch’s proprietary Maturity Model
to proactively enhance your security posture

FUELED BY OUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

ABOUT DEEPWATCH

CONTACT US

deepwatch delivers data-driven managed security services while
extending customers’ cybersecurity teams and proactively advancing
their SecOps maturity. Powered by our innovative cloud-native
platform, deepwatch is trusted by leading global organizations to
provide 24/7/365 managed security services.

sales@deepwatch.com
7800 E Union Ave, Suite 900 Denver, CO 80237
855.303.3033

deepwatch.com

